RECOMMENDATIONS FOR RELIGIOUS SERVICES

OUTSIDE SERVICES
- In vehicles: park every other parking place and leave one space between each vehicle
- Using chairs: separate family units by six feet, no more than 10 people in groups

INSIDE SERVICES
- Separate chairs of family units by six feet, no more than 10 people in groups
- Section areas of pews to ensure at least six feet of separation

REGULARLY CLEANING "HIGH TOUCH / HIGH CONTACT" SURFACE POINTS
- These may include entrance/exit doors, restroom facilities, pews/chairs, offering basket
- Consider leaving the restroom entrance open if it can be done without violating privacy

COLLECTION/OFFERING PLATES COULD BE PLACED IN DESIGNATED LOCATIONS INSTEAD OF BEING PASSED FROM PERSON TO PERSON

SERVICES THAT PROVIDE PAPER AND CRAYONS FOR KIDS COULD PREPARE KITS A FEW DAYS IN ADVANCE

ARRIVAL AND DISMISSAL
- Pastors should not personally greet and send off members
- Dismiss the congregation to permit social distancing

FACE COVERINGS
- Per an Ohio Department of Health executive order issued July 23, 2020, masks are required for anyone attending a religious service (unless there is a medical condition or safety concern), except the officiant
- Employees are required to wear masks under current orders unless there is a medical condition or safety concern

TEMPERATURE CHECKS
- Temperature checks are NOT required, however displaying signage for staff indicating signs and symptoms is encouraged and may be found at DelawareHealth.org/covid-19

USE A PROJECTOR SCREEN RATHER THAN HYMNALS

USE "TO-GO" COMMUNION KITS

Remember, these are best practice recommendations, not requirements by the state orders.